2. New production
new people: education, deplint, new machinery.

To deplint, were the budget helps.

In some cases, we have a trial. In some cases, we help. We cannot declare bankruptcy.

3. Rentable?

Renting is rentable.

We receive:
- Light having rentable
- Food having rentable
- Sugar etc.

Oil rentable
- Machine buying

This rentable
- Metallurgy. The we must help. But wait.

Competition: capitalistics controlled to bankruptcy, New educati

I marked.
1932

Savings

Plan $500,000,000 p.
we have $100,000,000 b.

Present day

1933 35 million

Balance

Receipt 1,700,000

Surplus will be 1,700,000,000

When you
Lynbrook.

Friends.

Consumption has grown. We must find for plentiful new construction. Demand appears from supplies; best.

Inflation.

Most unsatisfactory.

A Chancellor of Exchequer who does not know what he is doing.

Five South Tyne needs are covered by State cooperation.
5 Centm. 1932
Last balance of the Gosbank up to that date

$ - 15.746
Feb. 1, 94.
Kur 1 cow
100 kron

Nehru's American
Dark trade on street corner itself.
Sweets from Persia
Fruits from Persia
Hablu with remover
(From Barbara, not made here)
Little piece 50 kron.

Old soldier 103.
I saw him all rascal.
It used to be fine. W. non
terrible. May be ruined in
Train

On way to Kharkoff slow

morning train.

Agriculture

New laws

Bread - Nuts

1932 -

Food certificates

had to be paid for that

But now this year, each

Katerman must give

so much rye that

the peasant can

csell on private market

morsel from ear

cow yields

about 130 liters

Average cow gives

100+ liters per year

in early Yalta they
is common cattle etc.

Blue common cattle sail door times 20 kilom in 15 months to where there no common cattle 30 kilopans in 15 months.

Communist
Freedom: freedom to think but not to build troop to rise. Is that freedom? You communist are mad person.

12,000 people from political purgout.
One from police had passed, freed communist.
Train

Most victims of the 1st wagon of the train 45 were women. Some followed into social competition in the sale of the 800 tickets (5th woman). We accepted the socialist treaty 150% or won. Red Army soldiers.

Number 153.

There ought to be a good harvest next year, because a lot of snow fell (3rd/1923, when there was a lot more rain than usual).

First gave Ukrl 20m millet food, 7m canco. 12m millet food. Ukrl 87% I seed is there.

We filled the autumn sowing plan. It was a good year.
Peasant & train. Kolchak
had no bread.

Many nationalists in Ukraine.

Kaseat woman: "Many are dying. We're starving. There is little cattle left. They take all grain away.

Ukrainian peasant: "My took my grain. Cattle slaves. But they were a lot."
Member of P.E.T.

I've been a member of the party for 12 yrs. They are now sending us 2,700 from Moscow, P.B.T. They're the best. Stark, semi-military. We'll make a kulak from any opposition. We're practicing on all those who served in the Civil War. The elite officers are 60% of us have been in higher educational schools. He clinched his fist and hit down

with every word: resolve, ruthless, cruel. 'We are all workers, mainly from the factories. We're 25% organised. There'll be about 4 yrs. each MTC. The MTC will take care of us. We'll give them strict control.'

The weather is good, it's hot.

The methods of the kulaks have changed. They used to murder. Now they are subtle. Mostly they say, we're for the kulaks. We're in the kulak's camp.
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they’ll stealotty, won’t work very well make difficulties. My weak by mean tricks, it’s not dangerous any longer.

"I was a Yeoman, cavalry; served: Bredeney’s cavalry."

The conductor said that there were few travelers now because it was difficult to leave London. But soon there will be a lot of people leaving Moscow for the south in search of emigration. We were asked about 2 months ago. I went to see him where he was going.

had a lot of gold tables. I found "we’ve left the pounds in Paris. I am off to work in the tobacco for a job. I have no vote. We depend on right, because I was a private trader."

Boy: "I couldn’t leave."

"Young man. The news of a lot of people leaving."

"The woman said 5 beats, get ten for import."

If you steal coal from station 110 yd. It’s bad. We don’t know if it’ll be better."
 talk to female. We're starving. This month we've had bread. We're from Ukraine. We're hungry. They are dying quietly in the village. Kolkhozy are terrible. They won't give us tickets. We don't know what to do. Can't buy bread for many. A chicken was 2 rubles, milk 3 rubles. Extra. I dropped some peel into sputum. Peas. I pushed it up, not, apples.

I can't get dressed.
bread for a week—only potatoes. I get 60 rupees a month, but by the time they're taken away from loans etc. I only get 30-25 rupees per half month. Be careful in the village because the Ukrainians are desperate. They'll grab any bread which they can see. Conductor set 67 rupees a month in a kilo of black bread per journey.「I must work night and day.」

Personally, when I left my mother's house, a couple of days ago, they had 2 glasses of flour left.

Wendy Batlle: 19. 20.

Yr 20. Karov

Village School

"The Soviet School is foremost among all the Schools in the world." had a very high sense of achievement in our country — spirit of construction, picturesque picture.

Walt Hirsch: Life of them with.

Ex. 1965: "At present moment Kolkhoz construction is going through a period of transition. It's necessary to struggle against majority of traditions. The preparation for the spring sowing campaign is a fight. We hold opportunities to try to smash/plant the sowing of everything. I call the muscles of the Kolkhozian must pull other productive tendencies. Individual country is going rapidly ahead a difficult road we must go slow to machine although this cannot be done immediately. Thus we must still pay attention to horse. Now just look it had written down in the village.「I hope」.
Ukraine. Everywhere I talked to peasants who walked past the village had the same story. "There is no bread. We heard that bread for two months. A lot are dying." The first village had no more potatoes left and the store of sugar (beets) was running out. "My all said," The cattle is dying," bread. We need to feed the cows. How can we soon when we have few horses left? How will we be able to work in the fields when we are weak from want of food?"

Then I caught up...
a bearded peasant, who was walking along the street, covered with sackcloth. We started talking. He spoke in Ukrainian Russian. I gave him a lump of bread and cheese. You couldn’t buy that anywhere for 10 rubles. There just is no food.

We walked along and talked. Before the war this was all gold. We had horses and carts and pigs and chickens. Now we are ruined. Nowadays... You see that field. It was all gold, but now look at the weeds. The weeds were keeping up, as the snow. Before the war we could raise boots, meat, butter. We were the richest country in the world for grain. We fed the world. Now it we take all away from us. Now people steal much more. Four years ago the stony horse. Horses came. There that’s where I saw the track of a horse.

“Tired is better than a tractor. A tractor just can’t stop, but a horse for all the time. A tractor always works in certain time of the year, but a horse you can use all the time. A tractor cannot plow manure into a horse can.

“Tired is better than a tractor. A tractor just can’t stop, but a horse for all the time. A tractor always works in certain time of the year, but a horse you can use all the time. A tractor cannot plow manure into a horse can.

How can the Earth be good? There isn’t...
seed and the people are too weak, we are all weak and hungry. The winter was bad, the winter plentiful also bad. He took me along to his cottage. His daughter and three little children. Two of the smaller children were smaller.

If you had come before the day, we would have given you chickens, eggs, milk, and flour bread. So we have no bread in the house. May one kill us.

People are dying. Other was on the

And a spindle. The daughter showed me how to make thread. The peasant showed me his shift which was homemade and some fine sacky white had her homemade.

"But the kohalika is precious that they want to take it. They want thefamily to make everything. The peasant ate some soup. He says milk and a potato. No bread in the house.

The white bread they thought was wonderful. The husband had eight cows, path, many vegetables.
He was an orthodox priest that most believed but that they had closed the church.

In another village the church had been turned into a grain store, in the rest into a club.

"Peter 30 with a good. I went toThumbnail potatoes all the way by tin.

First day Ronald, from this. I walked about an hour. Chatted to all the same thing. There was a Jork hoy. asked children outside but God? He wrong not. There is no God.

Talked to them on track. It was justly sunset.

"You'd better not so further, for propiedad, will rob you of your coat & your long vail.

The other handsome.

Return a yard. Comment said, "Yes, it's cold, you. Come & stay with us in our village."

Comm took meal. Along to the Telmore, full of young people - children. One of them belly mrolley.

All people say some "Yes a weary.

One man said: "We are looking forward to death.

In one village all bread had gone two months ago. Potatoes had just run out."

(Instead)
In one month. How can they live till next harvest?
The question is, if the Peasants are most intelligent about modern life, Japan, China, America. Why the crisis? Good listeners. \( \text{Discussion} \)

May to the October of the year he's 7, tall, stout, decent fellow with smile, muddy face, 27 yrs of age. His wife was thin with closed copper hair. Gold ring in nose. I heard discussion for hours, that: "We are one Communist in the village."